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HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

Women are half of humanity. The family is the oldest and most impor
tant social institution. Marriage is one of the most important passages 
in one's life. Yet up until the last few decades these subjects rarely regis
tered as important topics in world history. There were at least twO rea 
sons for this: One was the tendency to think of history as the story of 
pu blic events only - the actions of political officials, governments, and 
their representatives - instead of the private and domestic sphere. The 
second was the assumption that the private or domestic sphere had no 
history, and that it had always been the same. As th e documents in this 
chapter will show, nothing could be further from the truth. 

Since the urban revolution five thousand years ago most societies 
have been patriarchal. The laws, social codes, and dominant ideas have 
enshrined the power and prestige of men over women, husbands over 
wives, fathers over children, gods over goddesses, even brothers over 
sisters. Double standards for adultery, inheritance laws that favor sons, 
and laws that deny women property or political rights all attest to the 
power of patriarchal culture and norms. Almost everywhere patri
archies have limited women to the domestic sphere while granting men 
public and political power. Nevertheless, we will see in this chapter that 
not all patriarchies were alike. Some were less stringent than others, 
and in many societies during this period, women, individually, in fami
lies, and even in larger groups, discovered ways both large and small to 
assert their social, cultural, and economic independence. As you read 
about women in China, Southeast Asia, Europe, and the Americas, con
sider how women's lives varied from one patriarchal society to another 
and how women found openings to express themselves and create their 
own worlds. 

THINKING HISTORICALLY 

Making Comparisons 


We learn by making comparisons. Every new piece of knowledge we 
acquire leads to a comparison with what we already know . For ex
ample, we arrive in a new town and we are struck by something that 
we have not seen before. The town has odd street lamps, flowerpots on 
the sidewalks, or lots of trucks on the street. We start to formulate a 
theory about the differences between what we observe in the new town 
and what we already know about our old town. We think we' re on to 
something, but our theory falls apart when we make more observations 
by staying in the new town another day, or traveling on to the next 
town, or going halfway across the world. As we gain more experience 
and make more observations, our original theory explaining an ob
served difference is supplanted by a much more complex theory about 
types of towns. 

History is very much like travel. We learn by comparison, one step 
at a time, and the journey is never ending. On this trip we begin in 
China and then move on to other regions of the world. We begin with 
primary sources, but make comparisons based on secondary sources as 
well. In fact, we conclude with a secondary source that will allow us to 
draw upon our previous readings to make increasingly informed and 
complex comparisons. Welcome aboard. Next stop, China. 

B 

Family Instructions for the Miu Lineage 

Chinese families in Ming times (1368-1644) often organized them
selves into groups by male lineage. These groups often shared com
mon land, built ancestral halls, published genealogies, honored their 
common ancestors, and ensured the success and well-being of future 
generations. To accomplish the last of these, lineage groups frequently 
compiled lists of family rules or instructions. This particular example, 
from the various lines of the Miu family of the Guangdong province 

"Fa mily Instructions for the Miu Lineage, Late Sixteenth Cen[Ury," trans . Cla ra Yu, in Ch i
nese Civilization: A Sourceboo/~, 2nd cd. , cd. Patricia Ebrcy (New York: Free Press, 1993) , 

238-40,241-43. 



in the south, shows how extensive these instructions could be. What 
values did these family instructions encourage? What activities did the 
Miu lineage regulate? What kind of familics, and what kind of indi
viduals, were these rules intended to produce? How would these rules 
have had a different impact on womcn and men? 

Work Hard at One of the Principal Occupations 

1. To be filial to one's parents, to be loving to one's brothers, to be 
diligent and frugal- these are the first tenets of a person of good char
acter. They must be thoroughly understood and faithfully carried out. 

One's conscience should be followed like a strict teacher and in
sight should be sought through introspection. One should study the 
words and deeds of the ancients to find out their ultimate meanings. 
One should always remember the principles followed by the ancients, 
and should not become overwhelmed by current customs. For if one 
gives in to cruelty, pride, or extravagance, all virtues will be under
mined, and nothing will be achieved. 

Parents have special responsibilities. The Book of Changes I says: 
"The members of a family have strict sovereigns." The "sovereigns" are 
the parents. Their position in a family is one of unique authority, and 
they should utilize their authority to dictate matters to maintain order, 
and to inspire respect, so that the members of the family will all be obe
dient. If the parents are lenient and indulgent, there will be many 
troubles which in turn will give rise to even more troubles. Who is to 
blame for all this? The elders in a family must demand discipline of 
themselves, following all rules and regulations to the letter, so that the 
younger members emulate their good behavior and exhort each other 

'The I Ching, 8 Chinese classic. IEd.1 

to abide by the teachings of the ancient sages. Only in this way can the 
family hope to last for generations. If, however, the elders of a family 
should find it difficult to abide by these regulations, the virtuous 
youngsters of the family should help them along. Because the purpose 
of my work is to make such work easier, I am not afraid of giving many 
small details.... 

2. Those youngsters who have taken Confucian scholarship as their 
hereditary occupation should be sincere and hard-working, and try to 

achieve learning naturally while studying under a teacher. Confucian
ism is the only thing to follow if they wish to bring glory to their fam
ily. Those who know how to keep what they have but do not study are 
as useless as puppets made of clay or wood. Those who study, even if 
they do not succeed in the examinations, can hope to become teachers 
or to gain personal benefit. However, there are people who study not 
for learning's sake, but as a vulgar means of gaining profit. These 
people are better off doing nothing. 

Youngsters who are incapable of concentrating on studying should 
devote themselves to farming; they should personally grasp the ploughs 
and eat the fruit of their own labor. In this way they will be able to sup
port their families. If they fold their hands and do nothing, they will 
soon have to worry about hunger and cold. If, however, they realize 
that their forefathers also worked hard and that farming is a difficult 
way of life, they will not be inferior to anyone. In earlier dynasties, offi
cials were all selected because they were filial sons, loving brothers, and 
diligent farmers. This was to set an example for all people to devote 
themselves to their professions, and to ensure that the officials were fa
miliar with the hardships of the common people, thereby preventing 
them from exploiting the commoners for their own profit. 

3. Farmers should personally attend to the inspection, measure
ment, and management of the fields, noting the soil as well as the ter
rain. The early harvest as well as the grain taxes and the labor service 
obligations should be carefully calculated. Anyone who indulges in in
dolence and entrusts these matters to others will not be able to distin
guish one kind of crop from another and will certainly be cheated by 
others. I do not believe such a person could escape bankruptcy. 

4. The usual occupations of the people are farming and commerce. 
If one tries by every possible means to make a great profit from these 
occupations, it usually leads to loss of capital. Therefore it is more 
profitable to put one's energy into farming the land; only when the 
fields are too far away to be tilled by oneself should they be leased to 
others. One should solicit advice from old farmers as to one's own ca
pacity in farming. 

Those who do not follow the usual occupations of fanning or busi
ness should be taught a skill. Being an artisan is a good way of life and 
will also shelter a person from hunger and cold. All in all, it is important 
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to remember that one should work hard when young, for when youth 
expires one can no longer achieve anything. Many people learn this les
son only after it is too late. We should guard against this mistake. 

5. Fish can be raised in ponds by supplying them with grass and 
manure. Vegeta bles need water. In empty plots one can plant fruit trees 
such as the pear, persimmon, peach, prune, and plum, and also beans, 
wheat, hemp, peas, potatoes, and melons. When harvested, these veg
eta bles and fruits can sustain life. During their growth, one should give 
them constant care, nourishing them and weeding them. In this way, no 
la bor is wasted and no fertile land is left uncultivated. On the contra ry, 
to purchase everything needed for the morning and evening meals 
means the members of the family will merely sit and eat. Is this the way 
things should be? 

6. Housewives should take full charge of the kitchen. They should 
make sure that the store of firewood is sufficient, so that even if it rains 
several days in succession, they will not be forced to use silver or rice to 
pay for firewood, thereby impoverishing the family. Housewives should 
also closely calculate the daily grocery expenses, and make sure there is 
no undue extravagance. Those who simply sit and wait to be fed only 
are treating themselves like pigs and dogs, but also are leading their 
whole households to ruin.... 

Exercise Restraint 

1. Our young people should know their place and observe correct 
manners. They are not permitted to gamble, to fight, to engage in law
suits, or to deal in salt2 privately. Such unlawful acts will only lead to 
their own downfall. 

2. If land or property is not obtained by righteous means, descen
dants will not be able to enjoy it. When the ancients invented charac
ters, they put gold next to two spears to mean "money," indicating that 
the danger of plunder or robbery is associated with it. If money is not 
accumulated by good means, it will disperse like overflowing water; 
how could it be put to any good? The result is misfortune for oneself as 
well as for one's posterity. This is the meaning of the saying: "The way 
of Heaven detests fullness, and only the humble gain." Therefore, accu
mulation of great wealth inevitably leads to great loss. How true are 
the words of Laozi!3 

2Cet involved in the salt trade, a state monopoly. S;1lt was used as a preservative for fish, 
meat, and other foods. IEd.l 

l1.ao Tzu, legendary Chinese philosopher and author of the Dao de Jing, the Daoist clas
sie. lEd. I 
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A person's fortune and rank are predestined. One can only do one's 
best according to propriety and one's own ability; the rest is up to 
Heaven. If one is easily contented, then a diet of vegetables and soups 
provides a lifetime of joy. If one does not know one's limitations and 
tries to accumulate wealth by immoral and dishonest means, how can 
one avoid disaster? To be able to support oneself through life and not 
leave one's sons and grandsons in hunger and cold is enough; why 
should one toil so much? 

3. Pride is a dangerous trait. Those who pride themselves on 
wealth, rank, or learning are inviting evil consequences . Even if one's 
accomplishments are indeed unique, there is no need to press them on 
anyone else. "The way of Heaven detests fullness, and only the humble 
gain." I have seen the truth of this saying many times. 

4. Taking concubines in order to beget heirs should be a last resort, 
for the sons of the legal wife and the sons of the concubine are never of 
one mind, causing innumerable conflicts between half brothers. If the 
parents are in the least partial, problems will multiply, creating misfor
tune in later generations. Since families have been ruined because of 
this, it should not be taken lightly. 

5. Just as diseases are caused by what goes into one's mouth, mis
fortunes are caused by what comes out of one's mouth. Those who are 
immoderate in eating and unrestrained in speaking have no one else to 
blame for their own ruin. 

6. Most men lack resolve and listen to what their women say. As a 
result, blood relatives become estranged and competitiveness, suspi
cion, and distance arise between them. Therefore, when a wife first 
comes into a family, it should be made clear to her that such things are 
prohibited. "Start teaching one's son when he is a baby; start teaching 
one's daughter-in-law when she first arrives." That is to say, preventive 
measures should be taken early. 

7. "A family'S fortune can be foretold from whether its members are 
early risers" is a maxim of our ancient sages. Everyone, male and fe
male, should rise before dawn and should nOt go to bed until after the 
first drum. Never should they indulge themselves in a false sense of secu
rity and leisure, for such behavior will eventually lead them to poverty. 

8. Young family members who deliberately violate family regula
tions should be taken to the family temple, have their offenses reported 
to the ancestors, and be severely punished. They should then be ta ught 
to improve themselves. Those who do not accept punishment or persist 
in their wrongdoings will bring harm to themselves. 

9. As a preventive measure against the unpredictable, the gates 
should be closed at dusk, and no one should be allowed to go out. Even 
when there are visitors, dinner parties should end early, so that there 
will be no need for lighting lamps and candles. On very hot or very 
cold days, one should be especially considerate of the kitchen servants. 



10. For generations this family had dwelt in the country, and every
one has had a set profession; therefore, our descendants should not be 
allowed to change their place of residence. After living in the city for 
three years, a person forgets everything about farming; after ten years, 
he does not even know his lineage. Extravagance and leisure transform 
people, and it is hard for anyone to remain unaffected. I once remarked 
that the only legitimate excuse to live in a city temporarily is to flee 
from bandits. 

11. The inner and outer rooms, halls, doorways, and furniture 
should be swept and dusted every morning at dawn. Dirty doorways 
and courtyards and haphazardly placed furniture are sure signs of a de
clining family. Therefore, a schedule should be followed for cleaning 
them, with no excuses allowed. 

12. Those in charge of cooking and kitchen work should make sure 
that breakfast is served before nine o'clock in the morning and dinner 
before five o'clock in the afternoon. Every evening the iron wok and 
other utensils should be washed and put away, so that the next morn
ing, after rising at dawn, one can expect tea and breakfast to be pre
pared immediately and served on time. In the kitchen no lamps are al
lowed in the morning or at night. This is not only to save the expense, 
but also to avoid harmful contamination of food. Although this is a 
small matter, it has a great effect on health. Furthermore, since all 
members of the family have their regular work to do, letting them toil 
all day without giving them meals at regular hours is no way to provide 
comfort and relief for them. If these rules are deliberately violated, the 
person in charge will be punished as an example to the rest. 

13. On the tenth and twenty-fifth days of every month, all the 
members of this branch, from the honored aged members to the young
sters, should gather at dusk for a meeting. Each will give an account of 
what he has learned, by either calling attention to examples of good 
and evil, or encouraging diligence, or expounding his obligations, or 
pointing out tasks to be completed. Each member will take turns pre
senting his own opinions and listening attentively to others. He should 
examine himself in the matters being discussed and make efforts to im
prove himself. The purpose of these meetings is to encourage one an
other in virtue and to correct each other's mistakes. 

The members of the family will take turns being the chairman of 
these meetings, according to schedule. If someone is unable to chair a 
meeting on a certain day, he should ask the next person in line to take 
h is place. The chairman should provide tea, but never wine. The meet
ings may be canceled on days of ancestor worship, parties, or other 
such occasions, or if the weather is severe. Those who are absent from 
these meetings for no reason are only doing themselves harm. 

There are no set rules for where the meeting should be held, but the 
place should be convenient for group discussions. The time of the meet

ing should always be early evening, for this is when people have free 
time. As a general precaution the meeting should never last until late at 
night. 

14. Women from lower-class families who stop at our houses tend 
to gossip, create conflicts, peek into the kitchens, or induce our women 
to believe in prayer and fortune-telling, thereby cheating them out of 
their money and possessions. Consequently, one should question these 
women often and punish those who come for no reason, so as to put a 
stop ro the traffic. 

15. Blood relatives are as close as the branches of a tree, yet their 
relationships can still be differentiated according to importance and 
priority: Parents should be considered before brothers, and brothers 
should be considered before wives and children. Each person should 
fulfill his own duties and share with others profit and loss , joy and sor
row, life and death. In this way, the family will get along well and be 
blessed by Heaven. Should family members fight over property or end 
up treating each other like enem ies, then when death or misfortune 
strikes they will be of even less use than strangers. If our ancestors have 
consciousness, they will not tolerate these unprincipled descendants 
who are but anima ls in man's clothing. Heaven responds to human 
vices with punishments as surely as an echo follows a sound. I hope my 
sons and grandsons take my words seriously. 

16. To get along with patrilineal relatives, fellow villages, and rela
tives through marriage, one should be gentle in speech and mild in 
manners. When one is opposed by others, one may remonstrate with 
them; but when others fall short because of their limitations, one 
should be tolerant. If one's youngsters or servants get into fights with 
others, one should look into oneself to find the blame. It is better to be 
wronged than to wrong others. Those who take affront and become en
raged, who conceal their own shortcomings and seek to defeat others, 
are courting immediate misfortune. Even if the other party is unbear
ably unreasonable, one should contemplate the fact that the ancient 
sages had to endure much more. If one remains tolerant and forgiving, 
one will be able to curb the other party's violence. 
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MAO XIANG 

How Dong Xiaowan Became My Concubine 

Mao Xiang ':' (1611-1693) was one of the great poets, artists, and cal
ligraphers of the late Ming dynasty and, after its demise in 1644, a 
persistent critic of the succeeding Manchu or Ching dynasty. He was 
also known for his love of beautiful women, especially three fa
mous courtesans who were also talented artists: Dong Xiaowant 

(1625-1651), Cai Han (1647-1686), and Qin Yue (c. 1660-1690). 
(Note what these dates reveal.) Whether or not this is a reliable ac
count of how Dong Xiaowan became his concubine, what does this 
piece from Mao Xiang's memoir tell you about his society's attitudes 
towards women, marriage, and family? 

Thinking Historically 

If comparisons originate in our recognition of institutions and ideas 
that arc foreign to our own, certainly the acceptance of concubines in 
seventeenth-century Chinese society is a sharp contrast to modern 
American family values. Concubines were mainly an indulgence of 
upper-class Chinese men, but concubinage was an institution that 
touched all classes of Chinese society. Poor peasants knew that they 
could sell their daughters into the trade, if need be. And even middle
class wives worried that a concubine might be waiting in the wings 
should they prove to be infertile, unable to bear a son, or otherwise 
displeasing to their husband or mother-in-law. 

We might also compare this selection with the previous one. How 
does the blatant acceptance of concubinage in this selection compare 
to the emphasis on family stability in the Miu lineage rules? Are these 
documents from two different Chinas, or are they compatible? Does 
this selection force you to modify the contrast you drew between 
Ming China and modern America from the previous selection? 

"mow zhce ANG 

tdong zho w AHN 


" How Dong Xiaowan Beca me M y Concubine," in Chinese Civilization: A SmlrceiJ oo /1, 2nd 
cd ., ed. Patric ia Ebrey (New Yo rk : Free Press, 1993), 246-49. 
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I was rather depressed that evening, so I got a boat and went with a 
fri end on an excursion to Tiger Hill. My plan was to send a messenger 
to Xiangyang the nex t morning and then set out for home. As our boat 
passed under a bridge, I saw a small building by the bank. When 1 
asked who lived there, my friend told me that this was [the singing girl] 
Dong's home. I was wildly happy with memories of three years before. 
I insisted on the boat's stOpping, wanting to see Xiaowan at once. My 
friend, however, restrained me, saying, "Xiaowan has been terrified by 
the threat of being kidnapped by a powerful man and has been seri
ously ill for eighteen days. Since her mother's death,l she is said to have 
locked her door and refrained from receiving any guests." I nevertheless 
insisted on going ashore. 

Not until I had knocked two or three times did the door open. I 
found no light in the house and had to grope my way upstairs. There I 
discovered medicine all over the table and bed . 

Xiaowan, moaning, asked where I had come from and I told her I 
was the man she once saw beside a winding balustrade, intoxicated. 

"Well, Sir," she said, recalling the incident, "I remember years ago 
you called at my house several times. Even though she only saw you 
once, my mother often spoke highly of you and considered it a great 
pity that I never had the chance to wait on you. Three years have 
passed. Mother died recently, but on seeing you now, I can hear her 
words in my ears. Where are you coming from this time?" 

With an effort, she rose to draw aside the curtains and inspected 
me closely. She moved the lamp and asked me to sit on her bed. After 
talking awhile, I said 1 would go, not wanting to tire her. She, however, 
begged me to remain, saying, "During the past eighteen days I have had 
no appetite for food, nor have I been able to sleep well. My soul has 
been restless, dreaming almost all the time. But on seeing you, I feel as 
if my spirit has revived and my vigor returned." She then had her ser
vant serve wine and food at her bedside, and kept refilling my cup her
self. 

Several times I expressed my desire to leave, but each time she 
urged me to stay.... The following morning, I was eager to set off on 
the [rip home, but my friend and my servant both asked me not to be 
ungrateful for Xiaowan's kindness as she had had only a brief chance 
to talk with me the previous night. Accordingly I went to say goodbye 
to her. I found her, fresh from her toilet, leaning against a window up
stairs quite composed. On seeing my boat approaching the bank, she 
hurried aboard to greet me . 1 told her that 1 had to leave immediately, 

'The " mother" here may well be the woman who managed her , rather th an her natura l 
mothe r. 
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but she saId that she had packed up her belongings and would accom
pany me. I felt unable to refuse her. 

We went from Hushuguan to Wuxi, and from there to Changzhou, 
Yixing, and Jiangyin, finally arriving at Jinjiang. All this took twenty
seven days, and twenty-seven times I asked her to go back, but she was 
firm in her desire to follow me. On climbing Golden Hill, she pointed 
to the river and swore, "My body is as constant as the direction of the 
Yangzi River. I am determined never to go back to Suzhou!" 

On hearing her words, I turned red and reiterated my refusal, "The 
provincial examination is coming up soon. Because my father's recent 
posts have been dangerous ones, I have failed to attend to family affairs 
and have not been able to look after my mother on a daily basis. This is 
my first chance to go back and take care of things. Moreover, you have 
so many creditors in Suzhou and it will take a lot to redeem your 
singing-girl's contract in NanJing. So please go back to Su zhou for the 
time being. After I have taken the examination at the end of summer, I 
will send word and meet you in Nanjing. At any rate, I must await the 
result of the examination before I even think about these matters. In
sisting on it now will do neither of us any good." 

She, however, still hesitated. There were dice on the table, and one 
of my friends said to her jokingly, "If you are ever going to get your 
wish lto become his concubineJ, they will land with the same side up." 
She then bowed toward the window, said a prayer, and tossed the dice. 
They all landed on six. All on board expressed their amazement, and I 
said to her, "Should Heaven really be on our side, I'm afraid we might 
bungle the whole thing if we proceed too hurriedly. You had better 
leave me temporarily, and we'll see what we can do by and by." Thus 
against her wishes she said goodbye, concealing her tearstained face 
with her hands. 

I had pity for her plight but at the same time once I was on my own 
felt relieved of a heavy burden . Upon arrival at Taizhou, I sat for the 
examination. When I got home in the sixth month, my wife said to me, 
"Xiaowan sent her father to bring word that since her return to 
Suzhou, she has kept to a vegetarian diet and confined herself to her 
home, waiting on tiptoe for you to bring her to Nanjing as you 
promised. I felt awkward and gave her father ten taels2 of silver, asking 
him to tell her that I am in sympathy with her and consent to her re
quest, but she must wait till you finish the examination." 

I appreciated the way my wife had handled Xiaowan's request. I 
then directly proceeded to Nanjing without keeping my promise to send 
someone to fetch her, planning to write to her after I had finished the 
examination. However, scarcely had I come out of the examination hall 

lA rae l is equivalent to about IY, ounce. IEd.1 

on the morning of the 15th of the eighth month when she suddenly 
called at my lodgings at Peach Leaf Ferry. It turned out that after wait
ing in vain for news from me, she had hired a boat, setting out from 
Suzhou and proceeding along the river with an old woman as her com
panion. She met with robbers on the way, and her boat had to hide 
among reeds and rushes. With the rudder broken, the boat could not 
proceed, and she had had practically nothing to eat for three days. She 
arrived at Sanshan Gate of Nanjing on the 8th, but not w8nting to dis
turb my thoughts during the examination, she delayed entering the city 

for two days. 
Though delighted to see me, she looked and sounded rather sad as 

she vividly described what had happened during the hundred days of 
our separation, including her confinement at home on vegetarian fare, 
her encounter with robbers on the river, and her other experiences of a 
voyage fraught with danger. Now she was more insistent than ever on 
getting her wish. The men in my literary society from Kashan, 
Sungjiang, fujian, and Henan all admired her farsightedness and sin
cerity and encouraged her with their verses and paintings. 

When the examination was over, I thought I might pass it, so 
hoped I would soon be able to settle my affairs and gratify her desire to 

become my concubine. Unexpectedly, on the 17th I was informed that 
my father had arrived by boat.... I had not seen him for two years and 
was overjoyed that he had returned alive from the battlefront. Without 
delaying to tell Xiaowan, I immediately went to meet him.... Before 
long she set out by boat in pursuit of me from the lodging house at 
Peach Leaf Ferry. A storm at Swallow's Ledge nearly cost her her life. 
At Shierhui she came on board and stayed with me again for seven 

days. 
When the results of the examination were announced, I found my 

name on the list of the not quite successful candidates. I then traveled 
day and night to get home, while she followed weeping, unwilling to 
part. I was, however, well aware that I could not by myself settle her af
fairs in Su zhou and that her creditors would, on discovering her depar
ture, increase their demands. Moreover, my father's recent return and 
my disappointment in the exams had made it all the more difficult to 
gratify her desire at once. On arrival at Puchao on the outskirts of my 
native city, I had to put on a cold face and turn ironhearted to part 
from her, telling her to go back to Suzhou to set her creditors at ease 
and thus pave the way for our future plans. 

In the tenth month, while passing Jinjiang, I went to visit Mr. 
Zheng, the man who had been my examiner. At that time, Liu Daxing 
of Fujian had arrived from the capital. During a drinking party in his 
boat with General Chen, my friend Prefect Liu, and myself, my servant 
returned from seeing Xiaowan home. He reported that on arrival at 
Suzhou she did not change out of her autumn clothing, saying that she 



intended to die of cold if I did not see my way to settle her affairs 
promptly. On hearing this, Liu Daxing pointed to me and said, "Pi
jiang, you are well known as a man of honor. Could you really betray a 
girl like this? " 

"Surely scholars are not capable of the gallant deeds of Huang 
Shanke and Gu Yaya," I replied. 

The prefect raised his cup, and with a gesture of excitement ex
claimed, "Well, if I were given a thousand taels of silver to pay my ex
penses, I'd start right away today!" 

General Chen at once lent me several hundred taels, and Liu Dax
ing helped with a present of several catties3 of ginseng. But how could it 
have been anticipated that the prefect, on arrival at Suzhou, failed to 
carry out his mission, and that when the creditors had kicked up a row 
and the matter had been brought to a deadlock, he fled to Wujiang? I 
had no chance to make further inquiries, as I returned home shortly af
terwards. 

Xiaowan was left in an awkward position, with little she could do. 
On hearing of her trouble, Qian Qianyi of Changshu went to Bantang 
himself and brought her to his boat. He approached her creditors, from 
the gentry to the townsmen, and within three days managed to clear 
every single debt of hers, the bills redeemed piling up a foot in height. 
This done, he arranged a farewell banquet on a pleasure boat and en
tertained her at the foot of Tiger Hill. He then hired a boat and sent 
someone to see her to Rugao. 

On the evening of the 15th of the eleventh month when I was 
drinking wine with my father in our Zhuocun Hall, I was suddenly in 
formed that Xiaowan had arrived at the jetty. After reading Qian's long 
interesting letter, I learned how she had gotten here. I also learned that 
Qian had written to a pupil of his, Zhang of the ministry of rites, ask
ing him to redeem her singing girl's contract at once. Her minor prob
lems at Suzhou were later settled by Mr. Zhou of th e bureau of cere
monies while Mr. Li, formerly attached to that bureau, had also 
rendered her great assistance in Nanjing. 

Ten months thereafter, her desire was gratified [and she became my 
concu bine]. After the endless tangle of trou bles and emotional pain, we 
had what we wanted. 

30ne c3ny is eq ui v8 1ent to 16 tael s, 20 ounces, or a British pound.IEd.1 
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KENNETH POMERANZ 

How the Other Half Traded 

The "other half" of this recent essay, written by historian Kenneth 
Pomeranz, refers not only to women, but to the women who were the 
Southeast Asian trading partners of Portuguese and then Dutch mer
chants in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Why did these 
women play such an important role in European trade with Southeast 
Asia? How did both Europeans and Southeast Asians benefit socially 
and economically from these alliances? 

Thinking Historically 

Pomeranz enables us to make a number of comparisons about gender 
and family. How, for instance, was the role of women in Southeast 
Asia different from that of their sisters in China? How did the role 
and rights of women in Europe differ from those in Southeast Asia? 
Were gender relations more alike in Europe and Southeast Asia, or in 
Europe and China? How would you expect European trade with 
China to be different from European trade with Southeast Asia? 

Even today, companies often find that keeping up the morale of em
ployees sent overseas is difficult. But consider an earlier multinational: 
the Dutch East India Company (VOC) of the seventeenth and eigh
teenth centuries. Its outposts in India, Southeast Asia, Japan, and Tai
wan were places where few Dutchwomen were willing to live; and 
while most men working for the company were quite willing to seek 
mates among indigenous women, this brought complications of its 
own. Given the cultural gulf separating these couples, it may be no 
great surprise that the private letters of these men are full of references 
to how hard it was to "tame" these women into the kinds of wives they 
expected. What may be more surprising is how hard the VOC, the 
Dutch Reformed Church, and other Europeans in Southeast Asia found 
it to break the commercial power of these women, many of whom were 
substantial traders in their own right. 

Kenneth Pomcr8l1z, " How the Other Half Traded, " in Kenneth Pomeranz and Steven Topik, 
cds ., The World That Trade Created (Armonk, N.Y.: M . E. Sharpe, 2006),27-30. 
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Long before Europeans arrived , maritime Southeast Asia (including 
present-day Malaysia, Indonesia, and the Philippines) carried on a sub
stantial long-distance trade. Many of the merchants were women - in 
some cases because commerce was thought too base an occupation for 
upper-class men, but too lucrative for elite fa milies to abstain from com
pletely. (Some elites carried this snobbery a step further, and held that 
noble women were also too lofty to barter in the marketplace or to visit 
the Chinese settlements where much long-distance trading was arranged; 
they were not, however, too noble to supervise a team of servants who 
carried out these businesses.) Malay proverbs of the 1500s spoke of the 
importance of teaching daughters how to calculate and make a profit. 

More generally, these societies typically allowed women to control 
their own property, gave them considerable voice in the choice of hus
bands, and were often quite tolerant of other liaisons. The long jour
neys away from home that some of these women took even made it 
necessary to allow them, within the crude limits of available technol
ogy, to control their own fertility. (Herbal medicines, jumping from 
rocks to induce miscarriages, and even occasional infanticides were 
among the methods used.) Both the Islamic missionaries who swept 
through the area in the 1400s and the Christians who followed a hun
dred years later were appalled, and hoped to bring such women to heel. 

But despite these qualms, the Portuguese, the first Europeans to es
tablish themselves in this world, had found intermarrying with such 
women to be an indispensable part of creating profitable and defensible 
colonies. When the VOC gave up on importing Dutchwomen - having 
sometimes found "willing" candidates only in the orphanages or even 
brothels of Holland, and facing discontent among the intended hus
bands of these women - it turned to the daughters of these earlier 
Portuguese-Asian unions: they at least spoke a Western language, and 
were at least nominally Christian. Many had also learned from their 
mothers how useful a European husband could be for protecting their 
business interests in an increasingly multinational and often violent 
trading world. Councillors of the Dutch court in Batavia (present-day 
Jakarta), who were rarely rich themselves, but were very well placed to 
prevent the VOC's rules and monopoly claims from interfering with 
their wives ' trade, were often particularly good matches for the richest 
of these women. Thus, arranging elite interracial marriages proved rela
tively easy: but making the resulting families conform to vIsions 
hatched in Amsterdam proved harder. 

The VOC's principal goal, of course, was profit, and profit was 
best secured by monopolizing the export of all sorts of Asian goods 
from pepper to porcelain - back to Europe. In theory, the Company 
also claimed - at least intermittently - the right to license and tax (or 
sink) all the ships participating in the much larger intra-Asian trade, in
cluding those of Southeast Asia's women traders . But the realities of 

huge oceans and numerous rivals made enforcing such a system impos
sible, and the VOC also faced powerful enemies within. Most Com
pany servants soon discovered that while smuggling goods back to Hol
land was risky and difficult, they could earn sums by trading illegally 
(or semi-legally) within Asia that dwarfed their official salaries. Here 
their wives were a perfect vehicle for making a fortune: they were well 
connected in and knowledgeable a bout local markets, often possessed 
of considerable capital, and able to manage the family business contin
uously without being susceptible to sudden transfer by the Company. 

And for some particularly unscrupulous Dutchmen there was the 
possibility of a kind of lucrative cultural arbitrage: after profiting from 
the relatively high status of Southeast Asian women, one might take ad
vantage of their low sta tus in Dutch law to gain sole control of the fam
ily fortune, and then perhaps even return to the Netherlands to settle 
down with a "proper" wife. (Though even with the law on the man's 
side, such a process could be very complex if the woman used her infor
mal influence cleverly and hid her assets - in one such case the man 
eventually won control of most of his wife's profits, but the legal pro
ceedings took nineteen years.) 

But if men had powerful allies in the Dutch law and church, 
women had the climate on their side. Foreigners tended to die young in 
India and Southeast Asia, leaving behind wealthy widows. Such women 
were often eagerly sought after by the next wave of incoming European 
adventurers, enabling them to strike marriage bargains that safe
guarded at least some of their independence; many wed and survived 
three or four husbands. The rare Dutchman who did live a long life in 
Batavia was likely to rise quite high in the VOC, become very wealthy, 
and marry more than once himself; but since such men (not needing a 
particularly well-connected or rich spouse once they'd risen this high) 
often chose a last wife much younger than themselves, they tended to 

leave behind a small circle of very wealthy widows, whose behavior 
often scandalized those Dutchmen who took their Calvinism seriously. 

From the founding of Batavia in 1619 until the late 1800s, Dutch 
moralists and monopolists waged an endless battle to "tame" these 
women, and at least partiaily succeeded; later generations, for instance, 
seem to have conformed much more than earlier ones to European sex
ual mores. And as the scale of capital and international contacts needed 
to succeed in long-distance trade grew larger, European companies and 
their Chinese or Indian merchant allies - all of them male - did in
creasingly shrink the sphere in which these women operated. 

Eventually, when late nineteenth-century innovations - the Suez 
Canal, telegraphs, refrigerated shipping, vaccinations, and so on - made 
it more and more possible to live a truly European life-style in Southeast 
Asia, a new generation of Dutch officials chose to bring wives with them, 
or to assume they would quickly return to Holland and marry there. 



Even so, trade managed by Eurasian women remained a crucial part of 
local and regional economies: many, for instance, managed commercial 
real estate and money-lending operations through which they funneled 
profits from their husbands' activities into local development around the 
fringes of Southeast Asian trading cities. (Ironically, this niche may have 
been kept for them in part through the racism of many of their husbands, 
who preferred to deal with the locals as little as possible.) 

As late as the turn of the twentieth century, this sphere and those 
who managed it refused to disappear - the Indonesian novelist 
Pramoedaya Toer has painted a powerful portrait of one such woman, 
who waged a running battle to hold on to the businesses (and children) 
she had handled for years against her half-mad Dutch consort and his 
"legal" family back in Holland. Along with most of her real-life coun
terparts, this fictional woman was ultimately defeated; but for three 
centuries, women like her had built and sustained much of the world 
their husbands claimed was theirs. 

B 

JOHN E. WILLS JR. 

Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz 

After the conquest of the Aztecs, the Spanish attempted to govern 
Mexico by converting the surviving Indians to Roman Catholicism 
and exploiting their labor. In addition, they encouraged fellow 
Spaniards to settle in the colony and imported African slaves, creating 
a mixed society of Europeans, Indians, and Africans. As in the rest of 
North America, the dividing line between slave and free was the most 
important social distinction. But unlike their English counterparts to 
the north, New Spain's colonists also distinguished between Peninsu
lares, colonists who were born in Spain, and Creoles, colonists who 
were born of Spanish parents in the Americas. 

In the following selection a modern historian evokes the life of Sor 
Juana Ines de la Cruz ':· (1651-1695), a poet, artist, and nun who lived 

"sohr h()o AI-I nah ee NEZ duh lah CROOZ 

John E. Wills Jr ., "Sor Juana Ines de b Cruz," in 1688: A Global History (New York: W. W. 
Norton, 2001), 13-19. 

in Mexico City in "New Spain." Sister Juana was a Creole woman 
and the author argues she was distinctly a product of Mexican Creole 
society. In what ways was she Spanish? In what ways was she Mexi
can? How do you think the life of a Creole woman, born and raised in 
the colony, would be different from that of a woman born in Spain? 

Thinking Historically 

The previous selection reminds us that some societies, like Southeast 
Asia, were less patriarchal than others. The arrival of Europeans 
sometimes enhanced the wealth and influence of women traders in 
Southeast Asia. The widows and daughters of mixed marriages often 
benefited from both worlds. 

The daughters of Spanish settlers in the Americas had fewer oppor
tunities for financial advancement than did the daughters of Dutch 
settlers in Java, and the Spanish patriarchy was as unyielding as any in 
Europe. Nevertheless, the culture that the Old World imported into 
the New provided alternatives for women that were absent in the East 
Indies. What were these alternatives? Were they a product of Europe, 
America, or the intermixture of the two? 

On April 28, 1688, a long procession moved out of Mexico City, 
along the causeways that crossed the nearby lakes, and through the 
small towns and farms of the plateau, on its way toward the pass be
tween the two volcanoes Iztaccihuatl and Popocateped, both more than 
sixteen thousand feet high, and down to the tropical port of Vera Cruz. 
The farmers in their villages and fields were used to a good deal of such 
coming and going, but this time they stopped their work to look and to 
call out to each other in Nahuatl, the main indigenous language, for 
this was no ordinary procession. Cavalry outriders and a huge coach 
were followed by many baggage wagons and a long line of fine 
coaches. The marquis of Laguna had served as viceroy of New Spain 
from 1680 to 1686. With their wealth, powerful connections in 
Madrid, and a taste for elegance and the arts, he and his wife had given 
the viceregal court a few years of splendor and sophistication compar
able, if not to Madrid, certainly to many of the lesser courts of Europe. 
Now their wealthy Spanish friends were riding in their coaches as far as 
the Villa de Guadalupe, seeing the marquis and marchioness off on 
their voyage home to Spain. 

A child born of a slave shall be received, 

according to our Law, as property 

of the owner to whom fealty 

is rendered by the mother who conceived. 
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The harvest from a grateful land retrieved, 
the finest fruit, offered obediently, 
is for the lord, for its fecundity 
is owing to the care it has received. 

So too, Lysis divine, these my poor lines: 
as children of my soul, born of my heart, 
they must in justice be to you returned; 

Let not their defects cause them to be spurned, 
for of your rightful due they are a part, 
as concepts of a soul to yuurs consigned. 

These lines were written sometime later in 1688 and sent off from 
Mexico to the marchioness of Laguna in Spain. They make use of 
metaphors and classical conceits to express and conceal the feelings of 
the author, who had lost, with the marchioness's departure, the object 
of the nearest thing she had ever known to true love and, with the mar
quis's departure, her ultimate protection from those who found her 
opinions and her way of life scandalous. The trouble was not that the 
author was lesbian - although her feelings toward men and women 
were unusually complicated and unconventional, anything approaching 
a physical relation or even passion is most unlikely - but that she was 
a cloistered Hieronymite nun, who read and studied a wide range of 
secular books, held long intellectual conversations with many friends, 
wrote constantly in a variety of religious and secular styles, and be
trayed in her writings sympathy for Hermetic and Neoplatonic views 
that were on the edge of heresy if not beyond it. Her name in religion 
was Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz. She is recognized today as one of the 
grea t poets in the history of the Spanish language. 

Mexico in the 1680s was a society of dramatic contradictions. The 
elegant viceregal court and the opulent ecclesiastical hierarchy looked 
toward Europe for style and ideas. The vast majority of the population 
sought to preserve as much as possible of the language, beliefs, and 
ways of life that had guided them before the coming of the Spaniards; 
the worship of the Virgin of Guadalupe, for example, owed much to 
the shrine of an Aztec goddess that had been the setting of the original 
appearance of the Virgin to a Mexican peasant. In between the "penin
sular" elite and the "Indians," tbe native-born "creoles" of Spanish 
language and culture managed huge cattle ranches and sought con
stantly new veins of profitable silver ore and new techniques to exploit 
old ones. Neither "Spanish" nor "Indian," they experienced the full 
force of the contradictions of Mexican society and culture. 

The literary world in which Sor Juana was such an anomalous emi
nence thrived on these contradictions of society and culture. This was a 
baroque culture. The word baruque, originating as a Portuguese term 

~ _. J .. _ . . 

for the peculiar beauty of a deformed, uneven pearl, suggests a range of 
artistic styles in which the balance and harmony of tbe Renaissance 
styles are abandoned for imbalance, free elaboration of form, playful 
gesture, and surprising allusion, through which the most intense of 
emotions and the darkest of realities may be glimpsed, their power en
hanced by the glittering surface that partially conceals them. Contradic
tion and its partial, playful reconciliation are the stuff of the baroque 
style. So is the layering of illusion on illusion, meaning upon meaning. 
And what more baroque conceit could be imagined than the literary 
eminence of a cloistered nun in a rough frontier society, with a church 
and state of the strongest and narrowest male supremacist prejudices? 
Look again at the poem quoted earlier: The chaste nun refers to her 
poem as her child or the harvest from a grateful land. She declares her 
love once again to the departed marchioness. 

Sor Juana was a product of Mexican creole society, born on a 
ranch on the shoulder of the great volcano Popocatcpetl. Her mother 
was illiterate and very probably had not been married to her father. But 
some of the family branches lived in the city, with good books and ad
vantageous connections. As soon as she discovered the books in her 
grandfather'S library, she was consumed with a thirst for solitude and 
reading. Her extraordinary talems for literature and learning were rec
ognized. When she was fifteen, in 1664, she was taken into the house
hold of a newly arrived viceroy, as his wife's favorite and constant 
companion. She must have enjoyed the attention, the luxury, the admi
ration of her cleverness. She no doubt participated in the highly stylized 
exchange of "gallantries" hetween young men and young women. But 
she had no dowry. Solitude was her natural habitat. As a wife and 
mother, what chance would she have to read, to write, to be alone? In 
1668 she took her vows in the Hieronymite convent of an order named 
after Saint Jerome, cloistered and meditative by rule. 

This was a big decision, but less drastic than one might think. Cer
tainly she was a believing Catholic. Her new status did not require total 
devotion to prayer and extinction of self. It did not imply that she was 
abandoning all the friendships and secular learning that meant so much 
to her. The nuns had a daily round of collective devotions; but many 
rules were not fully honored, and the regimen left her much free time 
for reading and writing. Each of the nuns had comfortable private 
quarters, with a kitchen, room for a bathtub, and sleeping space for a 
servant and a dependent or two; Sor Juana usually had one slave and 
one Or two nieces or other junior dependents living in her quarters. The 
nuns visited back and forth in their quarters to the point that Sor Juana 
complained of the interruptions to her reading and writing, but out
siders spoke to the nuns only in the locutory especially provided for 
that purpose. From the beginning she turned the locutory into an 



elegant salon, as the viceroy and his lady and other fashionable people 
ca me to visit her and they passed hours in learned debate, literary im
provisation, and gossip. 

One of Sor Juana's most constant friends and supporters was Car
los de Siguenza y Gongora, professor of mathematics at the University 
of Mexico, an eminently learned creole scholar whose position was al
most as anomalous as hers. He had been educated by the Jesuits and 
had longed to be one of them but had been expelled from their college. 
He had managed to obtain his position, without a university degree, by 
demonstrating his superior knowledge of his subject. He had added 
Gongora to his name to emphasize his distant kinship, through his 
mother's family, with the most famous of Spain' s baroque poets. But he 
always felt insecure among the European-born professors, churchmen, 
and high officials. He wrote a great deal, much of it about the history 
of Mexico. He was in no way Sor Juana's equal as a writer, but he 
probahly was responsible for most of her smattering of knowledge of 
modern science and recent philosophy. 

There was a rule of poverty among the Hieronymites, but it was 
generally ignored. Sor Juana received many gifts, some of them sub
stantial enough to enable the former dowerless girl to invest money at 
interest. By gift and purchase she built up a library of about four thou
sand volumes and a small collection of scientific instruments, probably 
provided by Siguenza. Her reading was broad but not very systematic, 
contributing to the stock of ideas and allusions she drew on constantly 
in her writings but giving her little sense of the intellectual tensions and 
transformations that were building up in Europe. She wrote constantly, 
in a wide variety of complex and exacting forms. Voluntarily or upon 
commission or request, she wrote occasional poems of all kinds for her 
friends and patrons. A celebration might call for a loa, a brief theatrical 
piece in praise of a dignitary. In one of hers, for example, a character 
"clad in sunrays" declares: 

I am a reflection 

of that blazing sun 

who, among shining rays 

numbers brilliant sons: 

when his illustrious rays 

strike a speculum, 

on it is portrayed 

the likeness of his form. 


Sor Juana's standing in society reached a new height with the ar
rival in 1680 of the marquis and marchioness of Laguana. Even in the 
public festivities celebrating their arrival, she outdid herself in baroque 
elaborations of texts and conceits for a temporary triumphal arch 
erected at the cathedral. It was an allegory on Neptune, in which the 

deeds of the Greek god were compared to the real or imaginary deeds 
of the marquis. Much was made of the echoes among the marquis's 
title of Laguna, meaning lake, Neptune's reign over the oceans, and the 
origins of Mexico City as the Aztec city of TenochtitLin in the middle 
of its great lake: an elaborate union of sycophancy to a ruler, somewhat 
strained classical allusion, and a creole quest for a Mexican identity. In 
parts of the text the author even drew in Isis as an ancestor of Neptune, 
and in others of her works from this time she showed a great interest in 
Egyptian antiquity as it was then understood, including the belief that 
the god Hermes Trismegistus had revealed the most ancient and purest 
wisdom and anticipated the Mosaic and Christian revelations. These 
ideas, the accompanying quasi-Platonic separation of soul and body, 
and her use of them to imply that a female or androgynous condition 
was closer to the divine wisdom than the male took her to the edge of 
heresy or beyond and was turned against her in later years. 

Sor Juana soon established a close friendship with the marchioness 
of Laguna. Some of the poems she sent her are among her very finest, 
and they are unmistakably love poems. Some of them accompanied a 
portrait of the author. Several portraits in which a very handsome 
woman gazes boldly at us, her black-and-white habit simply setting off 
her own strength and elegance, have come down to us. [See Figure 18.1.] 

And if it is that you should rue 

the absence of a soul in me Ithe portrait), 

you can confer one, easily, 

from the many rendered you: 

and as my soul I [Sor Juana] tendered you, 

and though my being yours obeyed, 

and though you look on me amazed 

in this insentient apathy, 

you are the soul of this body, 

and are the body of this shade. 


The marquis of Laguna stepped down as viceroy in 1686 but re
mained in Mexico until 1688. In that year Sor Juana was very busy. 
The marchioness was taking texts of her poems back to Spain, where 
they soon would be published . She added to them a play, The Divine 
Narcissus, interweaving the legend of Narcissus and the life of Jesus, 
which probably was performed in Madrid in 1689 or 1690. Her niece 
took her vows in the convent in 1688. Late in the year, after her noble 
friends had left, she wrote the poem quoted earlier as well as a roman
tic comedy, Love Is the Greater Labyrinth, which was performed in 
Mexico City early in 1689. 

A large collection of her poetry was published in Madrid in 1689. 
The next year in Mexico she published a letter taking abstruse issue 
with a sermon preached decades before by the famous Portuguese Jesuit 



Figure 18.1 Pomait of Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz, 1750. 
This portrai t of So r Juana was done by one of Mexico's most famo us 
pai mers, Miguel Cabre ra (1695-1768), the offi cia l painter of the Arch
bishop o f Mexico. The nun sits surrounded by [he emblems of her literary 
life, including quill pens, ink we ll, and an open vo lume from her enormous 
lihrary . In the origi nal po rtra it , the viewer ca n discCfn a host of classica l 
authors lining the shelves, including Hippoc rates, Virgil, and Cice ro . 
Sourcl!: Sch;llkwijk/Arr Resource, N.Y. 

Antonio Vieira . Her casual way with the rules of the religious life, her 
f1irtin gs with heresy, her man y writings in secular fo rms with intima
tions of understanding of love inappropriate to her profession had 
made her many enemies, but they could do no thing while the marquis 
of Laguna and his lady were on hand to protect her . N ow they closed 

in. In 1694 she was forced formally to renounce a ll writing and hu
mane studies and to relinquish her library and collection of scientific in
struments. In 1695 she devotedly cared for her sisters in the convent 
during an epidemic, caught the disease, and died. 

B 
ANNA BIJNS 

"Unyoked Is Best! Happy the Woman 
without a Man" 

Anna Bijns ';' (1494-1575) was a Flemish poet who lived in Antwerp, 

taught in a Catholic school in that city, wrote biting criticism of 

Martin Luther and the Protestant Reformation, and in her many 

works helped shape the Dutch language. The impact of Luther, and 

Protestantism more generally, on the lives of women has been the sub

ject of much debate. Luther opposed nunneries and monasticism, be

lieving that it was the natural duty of all women to marry and bear 

children. At the same time, he encouraged a level of reciprocal love 

and respect in marriage that was less emphasized in Catholicism. The 

Protestant translations of the Bible from Latin also opened a pathway 

for individuals, including educated women, to participate in the reli

gious life, though not as nuns. Whether or not the sentiments of this 

poem arc more Catholic than Protestant, are they morc European 


than Chinese? Why or why not? 

Thinking Historically 

No one should imagine that the ideas conveyed in this poem were typ
ical or representative of European thought in the sixteenth century. 
This was obviously an extreme view that ran counter to traditional 
and commonly accepted ideas. Note how some phrases of the poem 
convey the recognition that most people will disagree with the senti

ments being expressed. 

" hynz 

Anno Bijns, "LJnyokcJ Is Besr," rrans. Krisriaon P. C. Acrcke, in WOll1l!n and Writers o( the 
Renaissance and Reformation, cd . K,1[hari na M. Wil son (A rhens: The Universi ry of GCOq;i;l 

Press, 1987), 3~2-S3. 



w nen we are companng documents trom different cultures, we 
must always try to understand how representative they are of the 
views of the larger population. The Miu family document (selection 
114) expresses the views of a single family, but lineage regulations 
were common in sixteenth-century China, and their ubiquity reflected 
an even greater consensus on the importance of the family. Anna 
Bijns's poem is a personal view that expresses a minority opinion. But 
in what sense is this a European, rather than Chinese, minority view? 
What sort of extreme minority views might Southeast Asian or 
European-American cultures produce? Do you think Anna Bijns's 
view might appeal to more people today than it did in the sixteenth 
century? If so, why? 

How good to be a woman, how much better to be a man! 
Maidens and wenches, remember the lesson you're about to hear. 
Don ' t hurtle yourself into marriage far too soon. 
The saying goes: "Where's your spouse? Where's your honor? " 
But one who earns her board and clothes 
Shouldn't scurry to suffer a rna n's rod. 

So much for my advice, because I suspect

Na y, see it sadly proven day by day
'T happens all the time! 

However rich in goods a girl might be, 

Her marriage ring will shackle her for life. 

If however she stays single 

With purity and spotlessness foremost, 

Then she is lord as well as lady, Fantastic, not? 

Though wedlock I do not decry: 

Unyoked is best! Happy the woman without a man . 


Fine girls turning into loathly hags
'Tis true! Poor sluts! Poor tramps! Cruel marriage! 

Which makes me deaf to wedding bells. 

Huh! First they marry the guy, luckless dears, 

Thinking their love just too hot to cool. 

Well, they're sorry and sad within a single year. 

Wedlock's burden is far too heavy. 

They know best whom it harnessed. 

So often is a wife distressed, afraid. 

When after troubles hither and thither he goes 

In search of dice and liquor, night and day, 

She'll curse herself for that initial "yes." 

So, beware ere you begin. 

Just listen, don't get yourself into it. 

Unyoked is best! Happy the woman without a man. 


A man oft comes home all drunk and pissed 
Just when his wife had worked her fingers to the bone 
(So many chores to keep a decent house!), 
But if she wants to get in a word or two, 
She gets to taste his fist - no more. 
And that besotted keg she is supposed to obey? 
Why, yelling and scolding is all she gets, 
Such are his ways - and hapless his victim. 
And if the nymphs of Venus he chooses to frequent, 
What hearty welcome will await him home. 
Maidens, young ladies: learn from another's doom, 
Ere you, too, end up in fetters and chains, 
Please don ' t argue with me on this, 
No matter who contradicts, ] stick to it: 
Unyoked is best! Happy the woman without a man. 

A single lady has a single income, 
But likewise, isn't bothered by another's whims. 
And I think: that freedom is worth a lot. 
Who'll scoff at her, regardless what she does, 
And though every penny she makes herself, 
Just think of how much less she spends! 
An independent lady is an extraordinary prize
All right, of a man's boon she is deprived, 
But she's lord and lady of her very own hearth. 
To do one's business and no explaining sure is lots of fun! 
Go to bed when she list, I rise when she list, all as she will, 
And no one to comment! Grab tight your independence then. 
Freedom is such a blessed thing. 
To all girls: though the right Guy might come along: 
Unyoked is best! Happy the woman without a man. 

Regardless of the fortune a woman might bring, 

Many men consider her a slave, that's all. 

Don't let a honeyed tongue catch you off guard, 

Refrain from gulping it all down. Let them rave, 

For, I guess, decent men resemble white ravens. 

Abandon the airy castles they will build for you. 

Once their tongue has limed2 a bi.rd: 

Bye bye love - and love just flies away. 

To women marriage comes to mean betrayal 


'Wants·IEd.1 

2CaughLIEd.1 
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And the condemnation to a very awful fate . 
All her own is spent, her lord impossible to bear. 
It's peine forte et dure3 instead of fun and games. 
Oft it was the money, and not the man 
Which goaded so many into their fate. 
Unyoked is best! Happy the woman without a man. 

'Long and forceful punishment; a form of torture w hereby the victim \Va s ,Iowly crushed 
by h ea ping rocks on a bOMd bid over hi s or her body. lEd.] 
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Women and Marriage in Europe and China 

This article is the product of a rich collaboration between historians 
of China and Europe who show us how a study of women and mar
riage is anything but peripheral to a study of these areas. Rather it can 
help us answer a major historical question: How do we explain the 
dramatic rise of Western Europe after 1500, especially in the wake of 
prodigious Chinese growth that continued into the sixteenth century? 

The authors begin by comparing the role of religion, the state, and 
the family in setting marriage patterns in both China and Europe. Did 
Christianity allow European women more independence than Confu
cianism allowed women in China? In which society was the patriar
chal family more powerful, and what was the relative impact of patri
archy on women in both societies? How did the age and rate at which 
people married in each society compare? What was the importance of 
Chinese concubinage and Christian ideals of chastity? 

Thinking HistoricaLLy 

The authors ' questions about marriage in Europe and China lead fi 
nally to a consideration of one of the most frequently asked compara
tive questions: Why did Europe industrialize before China? Do the dif-

M a ry Jo Maynes an d Ann Waltne r, "Childhood , Youth, and the Female Life Cycle: Women's 
Life-Cycle Transitions in a World-Historical Perspective: Comparing Ma rriage in Chin a and 
Europe," Journal of Women·s J-listory, 12, no. 4 (Wi mer 2001),11-19. 

ferent European and Chinese marriage patterns answer this question? 
What other comparative questions would we have to ask to arrive at a 

full answer? 

Comparing Marriage Cross-Culturally 

A number of years ago, we were involved in organizing a comparative 
histOrical conference on gender and kinship (our areas of specialization 
are Chinese and European family and women's histOry). Conversations 
that began at the conference resulted in a collection of coedited articles, 
but they also spurred the two of us to collaboratively teach a world his
tOry course in which family and women's history play key roles. W e in
troduce students in that course to historical comparison by talking 
about ma rriage. In particular, we begin with a pointed comparison be
tween the history of marriage in China and Europe based on resea rch 
presented at the kinship conference. 

8eginning in th e late 1500s, women in northern Italy began to ap
peal to lega l courts run by the Catholic Church when they got into dis
putes with their families over arranged marriages. Within the early 
modern Italy family system the father held a great deal of authority 
over his children and it was usual for the parents to determine when 
and whom sons and daughters married. Women and children held little 
power in comparison with adult m en . But the Catholic Church's insis
tence that both pa rties enter into the marriage willingly gave some 
women an out - namely, an appeal to the Church court, claiming that 
the marriage their family wanted was being forced upon them without 
their consent. Surprisingly, these young women often won their cases 
against their fathers. tn early modern China, by way of contrast, state, 
religion, and family were bound together under the veil of Confucian
ism. Paternal authority echoed and reinforced the politica l and the 
moral order. Religious institutions could rarely be called upon to inter
vene in famil y disputes. Therefore, young women (or young men, for 
that matter) had no clearl y established institutional recourse in situa
tions of unwanted marriage. So, despite the fact that paternal power 
was very strong in both early modern Italy and early modern China, 
specific institutional differences put young women at the moment of 
marriage in somewhat different positions. 

We began with the presumption that however diffe rent the institu
tion of " marriage" was in Italy and China, it nevertheless offered 
enough similarities that it made sense to speak comparatively about a 
category called "marriage." Parallels in the two cultures between the 
institution of marriage and the moment in the woman's life course that 
it represented make comparison useful. N evertheless, this particular 
comparison also isolates some of the variable fea tures of marriage 
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systems that are especially significant in addressing gender relations in a 
world-historical context. In China, the rules of family formation and 
family governance were generally enforced within the bounds of each 
extended family group. State and religious influences were felt only in
directly through family leaders as mediators or enforcers of state and 
religious law. Throughout Europe, beginning in the Middle Ages, the 
institution of marriage was altered first by the effort of the Catholic 
Church to wrest some control over marriage from the family by defin
ing it as a sacrament, and then eventually by the struggle between 
churches and state authorities to regulate families. 

This contest among church, state, and family authorities over mar
riage decisions turns Out to ha ve been a particular feature of European 
history that had consequences for many aspects of social life. A focus 
on the moment of marriage presents special opportunities for under
standing connections between the operation of gender relations in 
everyday life and in the realm of broader political developments. Mar
riage is a familial institution, of course, but, to varying degrees, politi
cal authorities also have a stake in it because of its implications for 
property transfer, reproduction, religion, and morality - in short, sig
nificant aspects of the social order. In this essay, we compare one di
mension of marriage - its timing in a woman's life cycle - in two con
texts, Europe and China. We argue that variations in marriage riming 
have world-historical implications. We examine how a woman's status 
and situation shifted at marriage and then suggest some implications of 
comparative differences in the timing and circumstances of this change 
of status. 

The Moment of Marriage in European History 

One striking peculiarity of Central and Western European history be
tween 1600 and 1850 was the relatively late age at first marriage for 
men and women compared with other regions of the world. The so
called "Western European marriage pattern" was marked by relatively 
late marriage - that is, relative to other regions of the world where 
some form of marriage usually occurred around the time of puberty. Tn 
much of Europe, in contrast, men did not typically marry until their 
late twenties and women their mid-twenties. This practice of relatively 
late marriage was closely connected with the custom of delaying mar
riage until the couple commanded sufficient resources to raise a family. 
For artisans this traditionally meant having a shop and master status. 
For merchants it entailed saving capital to begin a business. In the case 
of peasant couples, this meant having a house and land and basic farm
ing equipment. It was the responsibility of the family and the commu
nity to oversee courtship, betrothal, and marriage to assure that these 

conditions were met. This phenomenon was also rooted in the common 
practice of neolocality - the expectation that a bride and groom would 
set up their own household at or soon after marriage. This "delayed" 
marriage has attracted the attention of European historical demogra
phers. The delay of marriage meant, quite significantly, that most Euro
pean women did not begin to have children until their twenties. But this 
marriage pattern also has significance in other realms as well. In partic
ular, young people of both sexes experienced a relatively long hiatus 
between puberty and marriage. 

Unmarried European youth played a distinctive role in economic, 
social, cultural, and political life through such institutions as guilds, vil
lage youth groups, and universities. For the most part, historians' atten
tion to European youth has centered on young men. Major works on 
the history of youth in Europe, like theories of adolescent development, 
tend to center on the male experience as normative. Only when gender 
differences in youth are recognized and the history of young women is 
written will the broad historical significance of the European marriage 
pattern become clear. Contrast between European demogra phic history 
and that of other world regions suggests a comparative pattern of par
ticular significance for girls: Delayed marriage and childbearing meant 
that teenage girls were available for employment outside the familial 
household (either natal or marital) to a degree uncommon elsewhere. 
Household divisions of labor according to age and gender created con
stant demand for servants on larger farms; typically, unmarried youth 
who could be hired in from neigh boring farms as servants filled this 
role. A period of service in a farm household, as an apprentice, or as a 
domestic servant in an urban household characterized male and female 
European youth in the lifecycle phase preceding marriage. Historians 
have noted but never fully explored the role young women played in 
European economic development, and in particular their role in the 
early industrial labor force . 

Late marriage had gender-specific cultural ramifications as well. 
Whereas it was considered normal and even appropriate for teenage 
men to be initiated into heterosexual intercourse at brothels, in most 
regions of Europe, young women were expected to remain chaste un
til marriage. Delay of marriage heightened anxiety over unmarried 
women's sexuality, especially the dangers to which young women were 
increasingly exposed as the locus of their labor shifted from home and 
village to factory and city. Premarital or extramarital sex uality was un
common, and was rigorously policed especially in the period following 
the religious upheavals of the Reformation in the sixteenth century. In 
rural areas, church and community, in addition to the family, exerted 
control over sexuality. Moreover, the unmarried male youth cohort of 
many village communities often served, in effect, as " morals police," 
enforcing local customs. These young men regulated courtship rituals, 



organized dances that young people went to, and oversaw the forma
tion of couples. Sometimes, judging and public shaming by the youth 
group was the fate of couples who were mismatched by age or wealth 
or who violated sexual taboos. Some customs, at least symbolically, 
punished young men from far away who married local women, remov
ing them from the marriage pool. Often, such a bridegroom had to pay 
for drinks in each village that the bridal couple passed through as they 
moved from the bride's parish church to their new abode - the longer 
the distance, the more expensive his bill. 

Once married, a couple would usually begin having children imme
diately. Demographic evidence suggests that for most of Central and 
Western Europe there was virtually no practice of contraception among 
lower classes prior to the middle of the nineteenth century. Women had 
babies about every two years (more or less frequently according to re
gion and depending on such local customs as breast-feeding length and 
intercourse taboos). Even though completed family sizes could be large 
by modern standards, the number of children most women bore was 
still less than if they had married in their teens. And prevailing high 
mortality rates further reduced the number of children who survived to 

adulthood. 

The Moment of Marriage in Chinese History 

The Chinese marriage system was traditionally characterized by early 
age at marriage, nearly universal marriage for women, virilocal resi
dence (a newly married couple resided with the groom's parents), con
cubinage for elite men, and norms that discouraged widow remarriage. 
From the sixteenth through twentieth centuries, Chinese men and 
women married much younger on average than did their European 
counterparts -late teens or early twenties for women and a bit later 
for men. A bride typically moved to her husband's family home, which 
was often in a different village from her own. The moment of marriage 
not only meant that a girl would leave her parents but that she would 
also leave her network of kin and friends, all that was familiar. Families 
chose marriage partners, and a matchmaker negotiated the arrange
ments. Nothing resembling courtship existed; the bride and groom 
would often first meet on their wedding day. 

Because a newly married Chinese couple would typically reside in 
an already-existing household, it was not necessary for an artisan to be
come established, a merchant to accumulate capital, or a peasant to 
own a farm before marrying. Newly married couples participated in 
ongoing domestic and economic enterprises that already supported the 
groom's family. New households were eventually established by a 
process of household division, which typically happened at the death of 

the father rather than the moment of marriage (although it could hap
pen at other points in the family cycle as well). 

Daughters were groomed from birth for marriage. They were 
taught skills appropriate to their social class or the social class into 
which their parents aspired to marry them. (In the ideal Chinese mar
riage, the groom was in fact supposed to be of slightly higher social sta
tus than the bride.) The feet of upper-class girls (and some who were 
not upper class) were bound, since Chinese men found this erotic. 
Bound feet also symbolically, if not actually, restricted upper-class 
women's movement. Thus bound feet simultaneously enhanced the sex
ual desirability of upper-class women and served to contain their sexu
ality within domestic bounds. 

Virtually all Chinese girls became brides, though not all of them 
married as principal wives. (This contrasts with the European pattern 
where a substantial minority of women in most regions never married.) 
Upper-class men might take one or more concubines in addition to a 
principal wife. The relationship between a man and his concubine was 
recognized legally and ritually, and children born of these unions were 
legitimate. A wife had very secure status: divorce was almost nonexis
tent. A concubine's status, in contrast, was much more tenuous. She 
could be expelled at the whim of her "husband"; her only real protec
tion was community sentiment. Although only a small percentage of 
Chinese marriages (no more than 5 percent) involved concubines, the 
practice remained an important structural feature of the Chinese mar
riage system until the twentieth century. Concubinage also provides a 
partial explanation of why, despite the fact that marriage was nearly 
universal for women, a substantial proportion of men (perhaps as high 
as 10 percent) never married. Also contributing to this apparent anom
aly was the practice of sex-selective infanticide, a common practice that 
discriminated against girl babies and, ultimately, reduced the number 
of potential brides. 

Once married, Chinese couples began to have children almost im
mediately, generally spacing births at longer intervals than did Euro
pean couples. The reasons for this are not yet completely understood, 
although infanticide, extended breast-feeding, and the fairly large num
ber of days on which sexual intercourse was forbidden all seem to have 
played a role in lowering Chinese family size. 

Early marriage in China meant that the category of "youth," which 
has been so significant for European social and economic history, has 
no precise counterpart in Chinese history. Young Chinese women la
bored, to be sure, but the location of their work was domestic - either 
in the household of their father or husband. Female servants existed in 
China, but their servitude was normally of longer duration than the 
life-cycle servitude common in Europe. The domestic location of young 
women's labor in the Chinese context also had implications for the 



particular ways in which Chinese industries were organized, as we sug
gest below. 

Patterns ofMarriage in Europe and China 

To sum up, then, there are differences of both timing of and residency 
before and after marriage that are particularly germane to the compara
tive history of young women. As demographic historians James Z. Lee 
and Wang Feng also have argued, "in China, females have always mar
ried universally and early ... in contrast to female marriage in Western 
Europe, which occurred late or not at all." Whereas, in the nineteenth 
century, all but 20 percent of young Chinese women were married by 
age twenty, among European populations, between 60 and 80 percent 
of young women remained single at this age. In traditional China, only 
1 or 2 percent of women remained unmarried at age thirty, whereas be
tween 15 and 25 percent of thirty-year-old Western European women 
were still single. (For men, the differences though in the same direction 
are far less stark.) As for residence, in the Western European neolocal 
pattern, norms and practices in many regions resulted in a pattern 
whereby newly married couples moved into a separate household at 
marriage; but concomitant with this was their delaying marriage until 
they could afford a new household. In China, newly married couples 
generally resided in the groom's father's household. In Western Europe, 
the majority of postpubescent young men and many young women left 
home in their teenage years for a period of employment. In the early 
modern era, such employment was often as a servant or apprentice in 
either a craft or a farm household, but, over time, that employment was 
increasing.1y likely to be in a nondomestic work setting, such as a fac
tory, store, or other urban enterprise. "Youth" was a distinctive phase 
in the life course of young men and increasingly of young women in 
Europe, although there were important gender distinctions. Such a pe
riod of postpubescent semiautonomy from parental households did not 
exist for Chinese youth, especially not for young women in traditional 
China. Young men more typically remained in their father's household 
and young women moved at marriage in their late teens from their own 
father's household to that of their husband's father. 

Comparing the Moment ofMarriage: 

Implications and Cautions 


We would now like to discuss some of the world-historical implications 
of this important (if crude) comparison in the marriage systems of 
China and Western Europe . There are obviously many possible realms 

for IOvestlgation. For example, these patterns imply differences in 
young women's education, intergenerational relationships among 
women (especially between mothers and daughters and mothers-in-law 
and daughters-in-law), and household power relations. Here, we re
strict our discussion to two areas of undoubted world-historical signifi
cance, namely economic development, on the one hand, and sexuality 
and reproduction, on the other. 

The question of why the Industrial Revolution, or, alternatively, 
the emergence of industrial capitalism, occurred first in Europe, has 
been and remains salient for both European and world historians. R. 
Bin Wong explores this question in his innovative comparative study of 
economic development in Europe and China. Wong argues that there 
were rough parallels in the dynamics linking demographic expansion 
and economic growth in China and Europe until the nineteenth cen
tury. Both economies were expanding on the basis of growth of rural 
industrial enterprises in which peasant families supplemented agricul
tural work and income with part-time industrial production. What the 
Chinese case demonstrates, Wong argues, is that this so-called proto in
dustrial form of development may be viewed as an alternative route to 
industrialization rather than merely a precursor of factory production. 
Indeed, Charles Tilly has suggested that a prescient contemporary ob
server of the European economy in 1750 would likely have predicted 
such a future - th~t is "a countryside with a growing proletariat work
ing in both agriculture and manufacturing." 

While Wong's study is devoted to comparative examination of the 
economic roots and implications of varying paths to industrial develop
ment, he also connects economic and demographic growth. In particu
lar, Wong mentions the link between marriage and economic opportu
nity: "in both China and Europe, rural industry supported lower age at 
marriage and higher proportions of ever married than would have been 
plausible in its absence. This does not mean that ages at marriage 
dropped in Europe when rural industry appeared, but the possibility 
was present. For China, the development of rural industry may not 
have lowered ages at marriage or raised proportions married as much 
as it allowed previous practices of relatively low ages at marriage and 
high proportions of women ever married to continue." What Wong 
does not explore is the way in which these "previous practices" that 
connected the low age at marriage with both virilocality and a rela
tively high commitment to the domestic containment of daughters and 
wives also had implications for patterns of economic development. In a 
comparative account of why Chinese industrial development relied 
heavily on domestic production, the fact that the young female labor 
force in China was to an extent far greater than that of Europe both mar
ried and "tied" to the male-headed household needs to be part of the 
story. This pattern of female marriage and residency held implications 
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for entrepreneurial choice that helped to determine the different paths 
toward industrialization in Europe and China . World-historical com
parison, taking into account aspects of gender relations and marriage 
and kinship systems, highlights their possible significance for economic 
development, a significance that has not been given proper attention 
by economic historians. Indeed, it is arguable that the family and mari
tal status of the young women who played so significant a role in 
the workforce (especially those employed in the textile industry, which 
was key to early industrial development in both Europe and China) 
were major factors in the varying paths to development followed in 
China and Europe in the centuries of protoindustrial growth and indus
trialization. 

A second set of implications concerns sexuality and reproduction. 
Again, we are aided by another recent study, which, in a fashion paral
lel to Wong's, uses Chinese historical evidence to call into question gen
eralizations about historical development based on a European model. 
In their book on Chinese demographic history, Lee and Wang argue 
against the hegemonic Malthusian (mis)understandings according to 
which the family and population history to China has been seen as an 
example of a society's failure to curb population growth by any means 
other than recurrent disaster (by "positive" rather than "preventive" 
checks in Malthusian terms). They nOte the important difference in 
marriage systems that we have JUSt described, but they dispute conclu
sions too often drawn from the Chinese historical pattern concerning 
overpopulation. Instead, according to Lee and Wang "persistently high 
nuptiality ... did not inflate Chinese fertility, because of ... the low 
level of fertility within rna rriage." 

This second example points to another important realm for which 
the age at which women marry has great consequences. But the findings 
reported by Lee and Wang also caution scholars against leaping to 
comparative conclusions about one society on the basis of models es
tablished in another, even while their claims still suggest the value of 
comparison. We should not presume that since Chinese women were 
married universally and young, they therefore had more children or de
voted a greater proportion of their time and energy to childbearing and 
child rearing than did their later married counterparts in Europe. Al
though the evidence is far from definitive, it nevertheless indicates that 
total marital fertility may have been somewhat lower in China than in 
Europe until the late nineteenth or early twentieth centuries. The fac
tors in China that produced this pattern included relatively high rates 
of infanticide, especially of female infants, as well as different beliefs 
and practices about child care and sexuality. For example, babies were 
apparently breast-fed longer in China than in Europe (a pattern in turn 
related to the domestic location of women's work), which would have 
both increased infants' chances of survival and also lengthened the in

tervals between births. In the realm of sexua lity, pertinent factors in
clude both prescriptions for men against overly frequent intercourse, 
and coresidence with a parental generation whose vigilance included 
policing young couples' sexual behavior. 

These two examples are meant to suggest how looking at women's 
life cycles comparatively both enhances our understanding of the impli
cations of varying patterns for women's history and also suggests the 
very broad ramifications, indeed world-historical significance, of differ
ent ways of institutionalizing the female life cycle. 

REFLECTIONS 

Women's history has entered the mainstream during the last few 

decades. An older view, still pervasive in the academic world forty 

years ago, assumed women's history was adequately covered by general 

history, which was largely the story of the exploits of men. Political, 

military, and diplomatic history took precedence over historical fields 

seen as less resolutely masculine, such as social and cultural history. 


Today, women's history not only stands independently in college 
and university curriculums, it has helped open doors to a wide range of 
new fields in social history - gender, family, childhood, sexuality, do
mesticity, and health, to name but a few. These new research fields 
ha ve also contributed significa ntly to issues of general history, as the 
authors of the last reading show. In fact, the growth and development 
of new fields of research and teaching in social and cultural hisrory 
have had the effect of relegating the study of presidents, wars, and 
treaties to the periphery of the profession. The 2006 meeting of the 
American Historical Association, where historians came together to 
talk about their work, had more sessions on women, gender, and sexu
ality than on politics, diplomacy, military, war, World War I, World 
War II, and the American Civil War, combined. 

Some more traditional historians complain that this is a fad, and 
that sooner or later the profession will get back to the more "impor
tant" topics. But others respond that it is hard to think of anything 
more important than the history of half of humanity or the history of 
human health. This debate leads to questions about the importance of 
particular individuals in history. Who had a greater impact, for in
stance, thirtieth U.S. president Calvin Coolidge (1872-1933) or Marie 
Curie (1867-1934), who won the Nobel Prize for isolating radium for 
therapeutic purposes? 

What role do individuals play on the historical canvas anyway? 
A president or Nobel laureate works according to social norms, avail
a ble resources, supporting institutions, and the work of hundreds or 
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thousands of others, living and dead. Forty years ago, historians put 
greater stress on institutions, movements, and perceived forces than 
they do today. In recent years, historians have looked for the "agency" 
of individuals and groups, perhaps in an effort to see how people can 
have an impact on their world. The power of slavery and the impact of 
imperialism have been balanced with the tales of slave revolts, the sto
ries of successful collaborators, adapters, and resisters, and the voices 
of slaves and indigenous and colonized peoples. We see this in the study 
of women's history as well. 

We began this chapter with the observation that we live in a patri
archy. Even if we are dismantling it in the twenty-first century, it was a 
powerful force between 1500 and 1800: a historical force, not natural, 
but a product of the urban revolution, perhaps, beginning about five 
thousand years ago. It is useful to understand its ca uses, describe its 
workings, and relate its history. But does doing so only hamper our ca
pacity for change? Does it ignore the stories of women who have made 
a difference? Conversely, are women empowered, humanity enriched, 
by knowing how individual women were able to work within the sys
tem, secure their needs, engage, negotiate, compromise? Do the stories 
of a Sor Juana or the poems of an Anna Bijns inspire llS? Or do they 
misrepresent the past and, by consequence, delude us? 

Perhaps there are no easy answers to those questions, but our exer
cise in comparison might come in handy. The rich and varied detail of 
the human past should warn us against absolute declarations. We may 
emphasize patriarchy or emphasize women's power, but we would be 
foolish to deny either. In consequence, it may be most useful to ask 
more specific questions and to compare. Can women own property 
here? Is there more restriction on women's movement in this society or 
that? Only then can we begin to understand why here and not there, 
why then and not now. And only then can we use our understanding of 
the past to improve the present. 
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